Release Notes for 4/21/2015 WISEid Production Release (WISEid Core Apps Sprint 81)
Feature Title

Notes

STAFF: Get Historical Assignment Download Grades
from Edstix and use in download file

Populated correct grade levels in the
HIstorical Assignment Download.
Previously grade levels didn’t convert
correctly.

Historical Person Upload

Fixed data issues with the Historical
Person Upload due incorrect Entity
IDs and uploading of WISEids.
Deployed 4/13/15. WISEids before
that date in the Historical Person
Downloads may not be correct.

STAFF: null Entity ID used in matching for search

Changes to allow Entity ID searches
caused issues with matching results.

STAFF: Make Historical Downloads work for MKE
district without timing out

Historical Person Download timed out
on largest districts. Refactored for
performance.

TAFF: Historical Assignment Local Experience and Total
Experience

Historical Assignment Local
Experience and Total Experience in
upload not being divided by 10 to
convert from 3 digit format to decimal.

STAFF: TEPDL Service to grab snapshot data

Largest piece of the TEPDL Audit
integration. Ignore for now.

STAFF: Settings tab add indicator for district ready for
audit

Button on the Manage Staff Data to
enable Audit Review. Ignore for now.
Agency Admin only have access.

STAFF: Assignment Working School ‐ allow previous
year codes

Changed validation to allow last years
assignment working school codes to
upload into system to support upload
of last years data. District will have to
resolve in the UI for working schools
not valid in the current year.

STAFF: Hide Historical Assignment & Contract buttons

Historical Assignment and Contracts
had problems so we hid them

temporarily.
WISEid: School Field Needed to complete decode for
Act As and Working Agencies

Partially fixed issues around WSD and
WCBVI.

STAFF: Historical Person Download remove ELO data

If data was missing and we had
matches in ELO were substituting
ELO data for missing birthdates and
names. This caused confusion when
the Entity IDs were incorrect so we
removed.

STAFF: Validation Assignments

Validations blocking duplicate
assignments in uploads and UI.

STAFF: Create Audit snapshots

Part of work needed for TEPDL Audit
Service interaction.

WISEid: BUG Person upload faults when gender wrong
format

Previously if you uploaded “Male” or
“Female” or any other value other than
“F” or “M” it caused a Fault for entire
upload. Now it generates an error as
it should.

STAFF: Validate Staff Data modifications

Alter Validate Staff Data based on
feedback from User Group.

STAFF: Validate Staff Downloads

Create a downloader to CSV/Excel of
Staff Validation with Excel clickable
links.

STAFF: Bug Contract Validation Message without
Contract Upload

Contract Race Key and Birth Year
were displaying validation messages
when they should not.

WISEid: Bug Some Merges not working

Some requested merges were not
resolvable by DPI. Create fix for this
and DPI CSR will be able to resolve
the merges after the next deploy.

WISEid: Verify ActAsAnyAgency gives all users access to
Act as Another Agency

DPI CSRs not able to act as other
agencies. This is fixed in this deploy.

STAFF: Security Modification ‐ Agency Data Entry give
Contact update access

Expended users who have access to
the Contact updates.

STAFF: Local and Total experience ‐ one decimal place
and must be half years

Limiting Local and Total Experience to
one decimal place and half years in
UI.

STAFF: Bug ‐ Search by only Local Person ID broken

Fixed search by Local Person ID
broken on Person Search.

STAFF: BUG: Contract Highest Degree not updating ‐
again

If you tried to update through upload
the Contract Highest Degree it would
not take effect. Now update takes
effect.

Staff: Validation: WISEid to Name Validation for
Contract Upload

If your Contract Upload First and Last
names do not match one of the
WISEids legal names or aliases this
creates an upload error and must be
corrected.

STAFF: Bug: Contract Errors in Results error if clicked
on when uploading a null WISEid

If you uploaded a null WISEid to the
contract upload it resulted in page
crash. Now it just errors the rows as it
should.

Staff: BUG URGENT‐ Contract validation of Hiring LEA

If the Hiring LEA in your upload file
doesn’t match the select Hiring
Agency in the application the errors
should show in the Contract Upload
Results. Only one record of many
was showing the error. This has been
resolved so all errors show up
highlighted.

